Food Service Careers – Quiz

Directions: Each bubble has a definition that belongs to one of the terms in the word box. Write the correct term for each definition on the line under the definition in the bubbles.

A self motivated person who creates and runs a business.
1.__________________

Fast food chains and fine dining try to make a profit.
2.__________________

Provide work experience in a variety of tasks.
3.__________________

Works under the guidance of a skilled worker to learn a particular trade
4.__________________

Beginning jobs that require little to no experience
5.__________________

These programs involve work experience coursework, and a culminating test.
8.__________________

A company that sells products to the food service industry.
9.__________________

The “under” chef, reports to the executive chef
6.__________________

Government facilities, schools, hospitals aim to cover daily expenses.
7.__________________

The pantry chef, responsible for preparing cold food items like salads
10.__________________
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